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LIFE INSUR ANCE

Marketing & Selling Tips

WHAT IS

?

AgencyBloc helps life and health insurance
agencies grow their business by organizing
and automating their operations using a
combination of an industry-specific CRM,
commissions processing, and integrated
marketing automation.
START ORGANIZING, AUTOMATING & GROWING
YOUR AGENCY RIGHT NOW

IN THIS EBOOK...
Over 40% of U.S. adults do not own a life insurance policy. The
number of people with life insurance policies has been steadily
falling since 1960. In 2010, LIMRA found that only a meager 44% of
U.S. households had individual life insurance coverage. U.S.
families are far more concerned with financially preparing
themselves for retirement and making ends meet for that month.
So, how can you as an agent show your clients the necessity of
this coverage?
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INTRODUC TION
Life Insurance Today

O

ne of the quintessential insurance questions: do I really need life
insurance? A 2013 LIMRA study found that 85% of consumers agree
that life insurance is necessary and people should buy it, but only
62% responded saying they actually had it. Additionally, they found that
from 1960 to 2010, the percentage of U.S. households with individual life
insurance had fallen over 60%, and that number isn’t climbing.

The majority of Americans (86%), stated that life insurance was just too
expensive and they couldn’t justify the expenditures against paying for
basic living needs. In 2015, Best Life Rates found that the two largest
financial concerns for U.S. families were retirement funding and paying
monthly bills, not life insurance, which had fallen to 7th place in financial
priority. But that same study found that nearly 1/3 of Americans would feel
the loss of the primary household earner within one month of the loss. On
top of that, many (30%) shy away from life insurance solely because they
don’t want to face the unpleasant thought of death.
The fact of the matter is, 80% of Americans overestimate how much life
insurance truly costs. Because we are not properly educated about the
realistic costs and benefits of life insurance, it is often one of the first
necessary coverages to be written off. The overwhelming majority of
individual life insurance policy holders are held by persons older than 45,
and the Millennial generation is the least insured of all.
Life insurance is a necessity that should not be overlooked. When marketing
life insurance to your prospects, make sure you focus on the value,
longevity, and sustainability of the coverage rather than the costs. When
studied, almost every generation was concerned with the value they were
receiving for the money they were spending. Showing them the reality of
the situation will help them relate and understand the need for the
coverage better.
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CHAPTER 1
Goal Setting

B

efore you start your adventures in marketing, you need to have a
clear goal of where you want to end up. Be precise and descriptive
in what your goal is and what it means to be accomplished. Don’t just
say: “I want to reach more people.” Instead say, “I want to grow my online
reach by 30x.” That way if your virtual reach is currently 10 people, your goal
would be to reach 300. Use a SMART Goals sheet to help you narrow down
and solidify your goals.

In addition, make sure you are setting reasonable, achievable goals for
your marketing. For example, if you are currently selling 5 life policies every
month, don’t set your new post-marketing goal to be 30 a month. It’ll be
different for everyone, but, for the most part, marketing is what you put in.
So, if you put in minimal effort, you’ll generate little to no results. If you put
in maximum effort, you’re more likely to see bigger results.

Testing & Tracking
It’s important to note, however, that marketing is very much a try-and-see
field. What works really well for one agency may not for another. So you
need to test out the different waters to see what works best for you. But
please, and this is crucial, do not, I repeat, do not get discouraged. Keep
trying and experimenting and sooner or later you’ll find your most profitable
marketing channels. As long as you’re willing to try, you’ll eventually succeed.
Just make sure you give the channel a fair try. Don’t quit after one week of
inactivity. Give the channel at least two months before you call it quits.
One of the best ways to tell which of your channels are working is by
monitoring your marketing initiatives by watching engagement, open rates,
and Return On Investment (ROI). Social media sites like LinkedIn, Facebook,
and Twitter all provide you with detailed metrics for the posts you have. They
will tell you the online reach you’ve achieved with every post, the
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engagement that the audience has had with the post, and the amount of
conversions you’ve had. Also track these metrics within your AMS or CRM
through an integrated marketing automation system to see where new
leads come from so you can track which leads are your most profitable.
As for emails, tracking open rates, bounces, and click-through rates are
crucial. You’ll be able to tell who is engaging with you material, how much,
and what they’re interested in. This will give you a clearer look into what’s
important your clients so you can send them more relevant information in
the future. Many email marketing platforms allow you to track these
metrics, but having your email marketing directly integrated into your AMS
or CRM can help you keep all of this information in one secure, easy-touse-and-access location.
Check out our free eBook detailing the
9 Email Metrics Every Insurance Agent
Should Be Tracking
Marketing is a great way to grow your client-base and audience, but unless
you are actively tracking your initiatives and paying close attention to the
results, you’re basically throwing time and money down the drain. Making
informed decisions is crucial for the growth of your insurance agency.

Budget
Lastly, and certainly the least fun part, you need to consider your budget.
In marketing, you get what you put in. You can’t expect leads to just find
you; there’s a lot of noise on the internet and it’s easy to get lost in it. This
doesn’t mean you need to put up major numbers like $10,000. You don’t
even need to spend $1,000 or $500. Determine what your goals are with
your marketing initiatives and how much money you need to spend in
order to achieve them. Unfortunately, you don’t get much for nothing,
so a budget is a necessity when creating your marketing goals. Just be
reasonable in planning your budget.
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CHAPTER 2
Presentation

W

e mentioned earlier how most consumers are concerned
		
with the value they are receiving for their money. These are also
		
the people that couldn’t care less about the fluff or the glitz and
glam. They want straightforward marketing and selling techniques. If they
can’t see who you are the moment they meet you, you suffer the chance of
them leaving. Transparency is critical when presenting your brand, so make
sure every piece of marketing you send out reflects that mindset.

Bring It Back to Reality
Earlier we discussed why life insurance is often passed over by consumers
—they don’t really understand the cost. Especially for the younger
generations (Millennial and Gen Y), it’s hard for them to understand the
necessity of this coverage. In their minds, they are not married, don’t have
children, and don’t plan on dying soon because, you know, they’re invincible
still! This is where you can bring them back to reality.
One way you can achieve this is by showing them the long-term value.
Create cheat sheets that plainly illustrate the savings they’d have if they
chose to take out a policy now versus 5, 10, or 15 years down the road.
These don’t have to be fancy. Simply showing the generalities of it all can
make a huge difference. These cheat sheets would be a fantastic and
impactful marketing tool you could send out to your prospects, share on
social media/blogs/podcasts, and email to your list. Keep them short and
to the point. It will make more of an impact on your audience and get them
thinking. When preparing this handout, here are some things to consider:
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Provide on there the average costs for burials, funerals, wakes, and
cremations.
Note how debts for cars, houses and private student loans don’t just
disappear
Include the averages of those expenses (bullet two) that will be passed
on to their loved ones.
By putting it into perspective, your prospects will be able to see the severity
of the situation and why having the coverage is a necessity. If you need
some ideas on handouts you could make, consider these graphs from Life
Happens for visual representations of the benefit of buying in early:

Rely heavily on the pros of the coverage and the benefits afforded to them
and their loved ones through the policy to offset the cost. Talk about the
reality of the situation, if something were to happen, who would inherit
their debt (it doesn’t just disappear) and who would have to pay for their
final expenses. Focusing on the value and the longevity of the coverage will
help you turn the conversation from the woes of cost and help propel them
to talk about the coverages they’ll need.
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CHAPTER 3
Email

E

mail marketing is one of the best ways to stay in contact with
prospects and grow your client-base. For 72% of consumers it is the
preferred method for business and promotional communication. It’s
also a significantly better conversion tool than either Facebook or Twitter
converting over 40 times more clients than the social platforms. Email is also
one of the most profitable marketing strategies averaging an ROI of $38 for
every $1 spent. To learn more about email marketing for insurance agencies,
check out our free eBook Ultimate Guide to Email Marketing for Insurance
Agencies. But emails on their own won’t cut it.

Triggers & Personalization
Think about the number of emails you receive in a day. Now, think about
how many of those you either automatically delete or briefly read, but
really pass over. Your clients are doing the same thing. One thing you
should seriously consider is the relevance of your email. Sending relevant,
relatable emails to your clients can create 18 times more revenue than your
general broadcast mass emails. In addition, over 75% of all email revenue is
generated by triggered, targeted emails rather than the traditional one-sizefits-all mass email approach.
Creating personalized emails will not only help you drive higher transaction
rates, but your clients will be more likely to open them, as well. A study by
the Aberdeen Group found that personalized email messages improved
click-through rates by an average of 14% and conversion by up to 10%.
Creating triggered emails that send based-on certain events (term life
renewal, annual review status change, turning 18, etc.) will help you not
only stay in contact with your clients, but your clients will be more apt to
opening them because they know the emails are directed towards them.
When it comes to an effective email marketing strategy, personalization
and relevance are key.
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CHAPTER 4
Online Marketing

W

hether you like it or not, online marketing is the way to go in
		
today’s world. A staggering 93% of all business purchase
		decisions and 89% of individual purchase decisions start with a
search engine search. What does this mean? If you want to be relevant in
today’s world, then you need to have some digital real estate. Where should
you start? With a website.

Professional Website
Websites are critical for insurance agencies to have because it provides a
place for your audience to find you, learn about you, and get into contact
with you. This is a place where you need to strongly consider investing
some money. Your agency and your brand will only benefit from an
updated and responsive professional website. Here are some things to
consider when it comes to creating your agency’s website:
Mobile-friendly & responsive: 60% of online traffic is now generated
on mobile devices and this number is only going up. It’s essential for
your insurance agency’s website to be responsive and built to
accommodate mobile screens. This will allow for your website to load
faster and appear as it should on any device, which is important since
39% of people will leave a website if it takes too long to load (46% will
leave if it takes 10 seconds or longer to load).
An updated “Contact Me” page: This is where your prospects will learn
how to get into contact with you. Make sure you provide multiple
channels for them to interact with you including a phone number,
street address, email address, and any social media platforms you’re
regularly on.
Claim your business on Google: This will help you gain more digital
real estate, increase your legitimacy, and boost the trust your
prospects have in you. Learn how to claim and set up your business
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on Google with Spinutech’s step-by-step how-to blog.

Social Media
We won’t dive into this too much in this eBook, but social media is
something you should strongly consider joining. The Pew Research Center
found that over 65% of American adults are on social media and that
number grows every year. Social media platforms provide you with a
unique opportunity to create a voice and personality for your insurance
agency, educate your audience, and solidify your status as an expert in your
field and someone to trust. You can help elaborate upon and translate
complicated life policies into layman’s terms for your audience. For
example, you can share pieces explaining what exactly a term life policy
means or what actions to take with your life policy when you’re expecting.
Preparing your audience for big life changes (babies and marriages) will
come as a welcome relief because they’ll certainly have other things on
their mind.
You’ll be able to share relevant, educational pieces you create, articles and
blogs from your trusted sites, and form stronger relationships with your
clients and prospects. On social media you can share a whole host of
content from blogs to podcasts to videos, so you can reach your audience
through a variety of mediums and provide them with beneficial, necessary
information. To learn more about how you can use social media to help
grow your insurance agency, check out of free guide: Social Media for the
Insurance Agent or follow the conversation on our Online Marketing blog
channel.

Video
85% of the US internet audience watches videos online on a regular basis.
Video is a growing medium for sharing important content and has shown
to stick in the mind for better retention. HubSpot reported that over 80%
of users recall a video ad they’ve viewed in the past 30 days, and another
study found that viewers retain 95% of a message when watching a video
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vs. the 10% retained when reading text. Videos are easily consumed
information for your audience because it allows them to listen in and
saves them time from reading all your information in text.
It may sound daunting to you, but you do not need a degree in videography
in order to produce decent videos. You can take the videos on your
smartphone and produce quality videos that will help entice your readers.
With your smartphone, you can easily and quickly make simple explainer
videos that will provide valuable, educational content to your audience. You
can take videos on your smartphone and download inexpensive editing
platforms that are easy to use and help make your videos look professional.
What’s even better, a video can be shot from the comfort of your own office
and doesn’t require much equipment.
Take this educational video about final expenses from Sams/Hockaday &
Associates, Inc. for example:

Source: YouTube
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Videos like this will help solidify your status as expert, provide necessary
education to your audience, and prompt them to turn to you when they
decide to start looking for/switching coverage. These videos can cover a
variety of life insurance-based topics like whole life, term life, retirement,
and more. Remember, insurance is a confusing subject for most of your
audience, so make it easier for them by providing this education.

Pro Tip:
Videos like this will help solidify your status as expert,
provide necessary education to your audience, and
prompt them to turn to you when they decide to start
looking for/switching coverage. These videos can cover
a variety of life insurance-based topics like whole life,
term life, retirement, and more. Remember, insurance
is a confusing subject for most of your audience, so
make it easier for them by providing this education.
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CHAPTER 5
Referrals

S

tudies show that more than half of agents get 40-60% of new
business via referrals, so having a referral strategy in place is of the
utmost importance. Most agents know how important referrals are,
but KnownCircle found that over 80% of agents lack a consistent digital
referrals strategy. When you’re losing, on average, 14% of your clients every
year, you need to have a strategy that is well-rounded and effective in order
to stay afloat.
We often talk about the importance of referrals and how to build them.
Here at AgencyBloc, we partner with Rocket Referrals to help educate our
audience on how to build a referral strategy and get the most out of it. Here
are a couple ways you can boost your referrals:
Don’t be afraid to ask your client community for referrals; Outbound
Engine found that 91% of customers said they’d give a referral, but
only 11% of salespeople actually asked.
Create a referral program that rewards clients when referrals become
clients. Here are some ideas:
		If you have a newsletter you send to your client-base, you could
		
recognize the client that’s referred the most for that month and
		
name them in a celebration section. Not only will it make them
		
feel special, but it could also propel your other clients to want to
		
win that spot.
		Send your clients gift cards from American Express or Visa so
		
they can use them wherever they need (gas, groceries, spa, etc.).
		Hold a referral contest and make sure all of your clients know
		
about it. After the contest is over, the persons in first, second,
		
and third each get an extra bonus for referring the most people
		
on top of the referral bonus they already receive for a referral.
		Market your services to family members. If a set of parents have
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their life policies with you, ask them to refer their children when
they become of age. The parents already know and trust you
which will help break the ice for the kids and increase the
likelihood of them signing on, too.

Pro Tip:
Send birthday cards to the kids in the mail and
make sure their presence is noticed when they
attend meetings with their parents. This will make
them feel special and help you stand out in their
mind when they start looking for coverage.
Form strategic partnerships with financial planners and other agents
to boost your referral-base (and always make sure you reciprocate the
favor). You can also join different professional associations to get to
know fellow agents and be immersed in local centers of influence.
Check out The Agent’s Guide to Referrals from Rocket Referrals for
more ideas.
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CHAPTER 6

Testimonials & Reviews

T

estimonials and reviews are important factors in the modern day
consumer’s buying journey. In today’s world, many people rely on
user generated feedback in the form of reviews and testimonials to
help them shape their opinion on whether they should buy a certain
product or not. In fact, one study found that 90% of consumers read online
reviews before purchasing a product and 88% will trust online reviews as
much as they would a personal recommendation.
You should definitely be publishing client reviews (with their permission)
on your own website, but don’t stop there. Sites like Angie’s List, Yelp and
Google allow users to publish reviews (good and bad) regarding their
experience in a wide variety of industries, including insurance. These review
and testimonial sites are something many agents (over 70%) disregard and
let fall to the wayside. To create a sustainable, honest brand, you need to
make sure you manage these reviews.
Testimonials and reviews can help you achieve transparent marketing, but
you can’t expect your clients to just go out there and give you
testimonials out of the blue. As it is with referrals, your clients are more
than willing to give testimonials about their experience with you; you just
need to ask. Asking for testimonials can feel a bit uncomfortable, but
having them available to your audience is crucial. Not only do testimonials
and reviews build trust with prospects, but they will also help to build your
authenticity. Your audience will see people much like themselves, people
they can relate to, endorsing your service and your agency. They’ll then be
able to form a connection to you and your agency because they’ll begin to
trust you more and more likely to buy-in.
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CHAPTER 7

Use the Right System

L

et’s touch back on the first chapter, Goal Setting. You should not be
partaking in all of these marketing initiatives at the same time. Find
which channel(s) is/are most profitable and provide the most growth
for you. This will be different for every insurance agency. Just remember,
don’t get frustrated and give up right away.

Consider buying into a software system built to help you manage your
book-of-business. An industry-specific Agency Management System (AMS)
like AgencyBloc can help you stay on top of your leads and prospects and
monitor your marketing initiatives. You can easily stay in touch with your
prospects, leads, and clients with Automated Workflow that sends out
triggered emails to clients and assigns tasks to your agents so renewals are
never missed and birthdays are never forgotten. Having the integrated
marketing automated feature within your AMS can help you keep track of
your most valuable and most profitable lead sources so, when the time
comes, you know where to put more of your money.
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CONCLUSION

Is AgencyBloc right for you?

A

gencyBloc is an agency management system that helps life and
health insurance agencies grow their business with an industryspecific CRM, commissions processing, and integrated business and
marketing automation. Want to learn more about how AgencyBloc can help
you manage your life insurance agency? Check out our overview video:

Tour of AgencyBloc’s Software
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Want to see more
resources from
AgencyBloc?

Check out BlocTalk
BlocTalk is a resource of valuable content to give
you and your agency a competitive edge. Hear
from industry experts and keep up-to-date on the
technology you need to stay competitive in today’s
tech-driven insurance industry.

BlocTalk

